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One measure of haplessness of county gov-
ernment in Hendry county is what it can or
cannot do.

In recent months there have been three or more
prime occasions crying out for a county
marketing/publicity capability: (1) Mike Swindle’s
management and enthusiasm have made best use of
state incentives to build a creditable vocational edu-
cation program.  (2) Deputy Schools Supt. Lucinda
Kelley has lit the fire under marginal graduation
prospects and made them earn their diplomas, and
(3) A cooperative concept for helping fill empty
classrooms at Glades County’s Training center.  And
there are others coming; there are always others.

And Hendry county, thanks to the inert collage of
dignitaries chaired by Tuesday Tritt calling them-
selves the Economic Council, has no talent with
which to work.

On Sept. 12, 2000, 18 years ago, “economic de-
velopment” started wasting its first $1 million of
what has by now totaled $2 million on salaries for
“directors.”  There were long intervals between
hooplas over what usually turned out to be dishonest
schemes looking for a sucker, and when the chips
were down this county rolled over like a doormat.

Now, Hendry county would like to help our neigh-
bor to the north and has nothing anyone needs —no
writing talent, no graphics or art/printing talent, no
special events talent to help them develop.  

We’d like to borrow a cup of sugar ma’am, but got
nothing to offer in return.  We wasted all of our
money.

Asking Tallahassee for understanding when some
of the request will benefit the people from Clewis-
ton gets a bizarre flash of incredulity after that town
was blessed twice with grants for a police station,
one that was forfeited and the other stretched the ca-
pability of staff, neither of which was followed by
as much as a public ‘thank you’ to the Legislature.

Henry County’s administrator, Charles Chapman,
knew three or four years ago what was sadly lack-
ing, and he hired a nice young lady with local fam-
ily connections who has some talent, barely.  Lots of
writing opportunities have come and gone when the
public could have been treated to an expose, but no
writing came forth.

It would be nice to have something to offer Glades
county for the privilege of sharing their facility, but
after squandering perhaps $2 million we have noth-
ing but perhaps $20,000.  Throw cash at the prob-
lem.

So the suggestion is the silly old Tuesday Tritt
course of action, pour it all into a director.

Henry County doesn’t need a director of economic
development, it needs to have some talent, some de-
velopment writing/graphics/special events talent —
that would be three people—  that someone like
Swindle could work with, that the school district
could use discussing how we keep kids from drop-
ping out, that could go to work enrolling students at
Glades Training Center.

This is a high level executive subject and none of
our county commissioners knows anything about
that part of business except third hand from political
discussions.  So Commissioner Darrell Harris told
Tritt and company straight from the shoulder to stop
hiring directors, and now their solution is to hire a
grant writing capability.

That means there can be no immediate response to
a need for a promotional initiative.  They will have
to wait for a grant opportunity, make application,
and wait for the money to come.  That’s Hendry
county’s way of doing things —nothings.

Marching kids assume
they are blameless . . . .
Not so.

The kids would have to admit it's their own
lack of fellowship turning cruel that’s at fault,
that the idealogical demagoguery they're be-

coming experts at, learning fast from the woeful
politics and newsmedia of the day including CNN
where this Hogg kid's mom works, and hopelessly
addicted to texting and games, that creates the
senseless stress so disturbing to children. 

It's stress among adolescents who secretly text ob-
sessively, play computer games repeatedly, overdose
on Hollywood promiscuity, are confused sexually,
and forced along experimental syllabuses redundant
with lame politically distorted correctness, who are
not blameless. Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper man-
agement concept is that resources may be reallo-
cated from a paper with strong revenues to

another with weaker.  But which one of us, as readers, and
as citizens of a community, would be satisfied to have our
community paper weakened, its staff and supplies and its
ability to present a cohesive image of our community ac-
tivities to us all diminished, so that another community's
paper, belonging to the same chain, perhaps one more fa-
vored by a faraway corporate manager, would thrive?
This is why Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday
News that they can truly call their own.

Shallow underpaid teachers
are using kids as captive audi-
ences, and resentful of surrogate
parentage roles, fed up with
campus politics, mad at being
talked back at. 

Teachers bury it all in endless
irrelevancies on "bullying" and
the kids buy it. Being blameless,
these great kids would work
everything out seamlessly if
only the adults would hide all
the weapons from them. Real
mature.

Meanwhile it's teachers, feed-
ing the technology addiction the
kids thrive on, who're starting to
look like THE SWAMP, com-
plicit and diverting attention to
choices of weaponry.

But all the protest is prolong-
ing their profession's solidarity
for continuity of employment by
fueling the political de-
mogoguery. 

For nothing ---nothing--- is as
political as a campus. No swamp
is so remote as the demagoguery
enclosed within the singular
constant on campus, the impene-
trable world of academic jargon.

(Ed: I would assume Hogg is
schooled in propagandists arts
by his mother whose employer,
CNN, is the most cynical and
unprincipled propaganda office
on earth. It learns quickly from
momma, obviously since Hogg's
arguments reflect mature, adult
mendacity, disconfiguration, dis-
tortion, concepts bent out of
proportion for a veiled political
end. No other media has ever,

outside of wartime propaganda,
been so totally given to harrass-
ment of an American President,
and such a remarkably success-
ful President, as his mom's em-
ployer. He didn't learn this much
in high school. He learned to
sneer his disdain for trustwor-
thiness from the worst. He could
be the son of Josef Goebbels,
and would be proud of it. (So
much for the shallowness at
TIME magazine)

LaBelle still
with no archive
If Don Davis were alive I'd be

in there pissing and moaning
and angry over a soup and

sandwich that LaBelle keeping
no archives is beyond help. 

It's just like after the death of
Sherri Craichy I found LaBelle
library had no archive of her 12
highly productive years as
mayor. No archives at all still
because that inadequate library
building has no space. 

Now a leading politician with
47 years in and out of govern-
ment dies, and no record of any
of it. 

Don would declare that my job
is to write it. No one should
have to look for Joe Thomas for
clippings, and listen to his poor-
mouth stories about space, and
go to an historical society where
for years paper records were
kept in an un-airconditioned
room, and listen for hours to

endless erratta from someone's
fading memory.

If Thomas's Historical society
can't see the value of archives,
like every other town and vil-
lage in the country can, he needs
to step aside to make room for
somebody who will.

It's a little late to be remarking
on an obituary's factual errors
when you're 47 years behind
schedule in compiling a catalog
of labeled newspaper clippings
on a person like Don Davis.

First, you need to acquaint
yourselves with the needs and
wants of a modern library, other
than the duplication of elemen-
tary school programs and offer-
ing wifi to the boaters. The
existing LaBelle library is obso-
lete.

Second, you need to start look-
ing for grant funding or dona-
tions to build such in a suitable
place that frees up this, one of
the most appealing waterfront
areas we have, once the twin
bridges are done, and use its
wharf attractions to spearhead
the economic development ini-
tiative of the town.

I'm aware of the Bonnie Bar-
ron codicil everyone treats like
Commandment No. 11. Find the
Barron grandchildren and see if
they any longer care. I seriously
doubt they do, since they cared
not when the same codicil was
over stepped in the sale of the
Barron house to Bonita Bay.

And nothing to show for $2 million —that’s Hendry

WHERE TRAINS AND BOY SCOUTS 
CONTINUE TO CROSS PATHS

Over the railroad bridge today and past the site of the DunGlen,
biggest, rowdiest hotel in a Roaring Twenties era of booming coal
mines, follow the much improved road up the hill a mile or two

parallel to a much upgraded rail line and you arrive at Glen
Jean, home of Tom McKell who owned both town and hotel,
named them for wife Jean heiress of daddy Dun of Dun and
Bradstreet, and if you snoop around a hill once dotted with

miner shanties you find the grand entrance leading up to the hill-
top site of the newest, probably largest Boy Scouts jamboree

campground in America, built last decade with $50-$100 million
in philanthropy and grants.

Good day to spend down at the tracks train watching..."Thurmond,
WV - This 1945 photo shows the station at the left, the bridge across
the New River in the background, the intersection of several train tracks
with the one road through Thurmond, a couple of the steam locomo-
tives that regularly passed through town, and an aptly worded railroad
crossing sign. And notice the two little girls walking happily along the
closest set of tracks! (Much more information about the C & O Rail-
way is available at the Historical Society's web site:
http://www.cohs.org/"

Five Dallas policement murdered by a black guy
who was JUST A REGULAR VETERAN FROM
THE 'HOOD WITH SOME REGULAR MENTAL
PROBLEMS DRIVEN OVER THE EDGE BY JUS-
TIFICATIONS OF MURDER FROM BLM AND
OTHER BLACK ACTIVISTS. The Fraternal Order
of Police, the largest police union in the U.S.,
called for the shooting to be investigated as a hate
crime and criticized President Obama's response,
saying that he needed to speak for everyone and
not give one speech for police officers and another
one for African Americans.


